WHITE TEAS
C=Caffeinated

D=Decaffeinated

CF=Caffeine Free

P=Popular

BLACK TEAS
ENGLISH BREAKFAST - C/P
Short charcoal gray Keemun with a toasty aroma, aromatic fragrance,
and straightforward with hints of toast and honey.
EARL GREY LE CREME - C
English style black tea with Bergamot and a taste note of French
Crème.
PARIS - C/P
Fruity black tea blend of three teas with a hint of lemony bergamot,
caramel flavor, and a finishing aroma of black currant and vanilla.
BLACK CRANBERRY - C/P
Full bodied black tea blended with pieces of cranberry, orange and
hibiscus for a sweet and tart taste.
HOT CINNAMON SPICE - C/P
An assertive blend of black tea, three types of orange peel, and sweet
cloves for a very strong aroma of spices and citrus.
MASALA CHAI - C
Indian style black tea blended with cinnamon, ginger, and cardamom to
make an exotic blend of goodness. Great with milk and honey.
CEYLON - C
Also known as Orange Pekoe, this is a classic, satisfying blend of
strong Assam and smooth liquoring Ceylon for a mellow, comforting
cup.
BLOOD ORANGE - C
A mild black tea blended with sun-ripened blood orange peel and red
blazing safflower which carries a sweet, fresh, and tangy aroma.
LAPSANG SOUCHONG - C
Large leaves dried over pine fires with a distinctive, pungeant smoky
aroma.
GINGER SPICE - C
An earthy tea blend complemented by a colorful selection of spices
such as ginger, peppercorns and cloves.
VANILLA COMORO - D
Popular as a dessert tea selection, a lightbodied black tea with a
simple underlying flavor of vanilla.

WHITE VANILLA GRAPEFRUIT - C
A whimsical fusion of white tea, vanilla and fresh citrus notes with
an inviting flavor of creamy vanilla contrasted with refreshing
grapefruit flavor.
WHITE PEONY - C
Pure white tea with mellow-sweet notes of fresh hay and accents of
honey and nectar.

FRUIT TISANES
APRICOT PEACH - CF/P
A marriage of peach and apricot with sunflower, marigold and
safflower petals blended perfectly to create a delicious taste and
delicate fragrance.
MANGO - CF
Extra large flakes and cubes of juicy, exclusively exotic fruits create
a flavor bursting blend of pineapple, mango, orange, tangerine,
safflower, marigold, and strawberry.

HERBAL TEAS
HIBISCUS BERRY - CF
A rejuvenating tropical fruit tea blend of rosehips, hibiscus flowers,
apple bits, and elderberries highlighting the flavors of tart hibiscus
and luscious forest berries.
TANGERINE GINGER - CF
A punchy hibiscus blend with zesty, revitalizing ginger, licorice, citrus
and the tart adaptogenic herb schizandra berry.
BLUEBERRY - CF/P
An expressive blend of sweet blueberries with nippy, juicy citrus
aromas.
LAVENDER - CF
A strongly floral blend of lavender with dark periwinkle blue color
and intense aroma.
PEPPERMINT - CF/P
A fresh, revitalizing mint blend with a calming and settling aroma.
CHAMOMILE - CF
A full-bodied but mellow chamomile with subtle apple and honey
flavors accompanied by a light floral aroma.
YERBA MATE - CF
Loved for its robust flavor and widespread health benefits, this mate
has a bittersweet, toasty herb and mineral flavor with nuances of
olive leaf and eucalyptus.

GREEN TEAS
DRAGONWELL EXTRA SPECIAL - C
Extra-special grade green tea recognized by its flattened leaf, and
aromatic jade color.
SWEET ALMOND - C
Blend of mellow Sencha with spicy, green Mate, coconut shreds, rose
petals and cornflower blossoms followed by a tempting aroma of Black
Forest cherry cakes.
YELLOW PLUM SENCHA - C/P
Mango, also known as “Mirabelle” or yellow plum, accompanies this
delicate sencha blend, creating a slightly tart but juicy mango flavor
crowned by the fine flowery scents of white cornflower and yellow
marigold blossoms.

OOLONG TEAS
MILKY OOLONG - C
A sweet, creamy oolong that is delectably smooth with pleasing
aromas of warm cream.

ROOIBOS
ROOIBOS - CF
A caffeine-free Earl Grey substitute; a sweet, deep red infusion with
fruity and floral notes of bergamot.
PEPPERMINT PAT-TEA - CF/P
Rooibos, chocolate, and mint create a decadent infusion in the cup
with a blend of chocolate pieces, peppermint herb, and rooibos leaves.
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